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Abstract:  This paper firstly provides a short summary on the current research status on the numerical studying 
of low-ductility reinforced concrete (RC) frames and their related components, such as columns and joint 
subassemblages. Then detailed numerical modeling approaches of these key components using a truss model are 
provided and evaluated using several experiments. Finally, a numerical substructure method (NSM) developed in 
OpenSees is employed to build the detailed substructure model for analyzing a damaged RC frame subjected to 
Wenchuan Earthquake, and its aseismic performance and failure mode are studied in a detailed way according to 
the local performance. This study indicates that: the truss model performs well in simulating the nonlinear 
behaviors of columns and joints, especially to predict the brittle failures; numerical substructure method has great 
advantages, such as good numerical stability and applicable refined models, to study the performance of 
low-ductility RC structures; from the analytical results of damaged RC frame, it can be found that displacement or 
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inter-story drift should not be the only criterion to evaluate the low-ductility structures, and instead the possible 
brittle failures must be considered in the aseismic analysis. 
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? 1  ??????? RC???????? 
Fig.1  Nonlinear truss model for RC members 
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? 2  ?-?????????????(????[17]) 
Fig.2  Concrete law for beam truss model (Ref.[17]) 


















? 3  ??????????? 
Fig.3  Nonlinear truss analogy for column 
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? 4  ??????????????? 
Fig.4  Numerical model of RC shake table test 
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? 5  ??????????? 
Fig.5  Time history curves of inter-story drift ratio 
     
(a) C1                  (b) C2 
? 6  ? C1?C2????????(18.8 s??????[1]) 
Fig.6  Shear failure photos of C1 and C2 (at 18.8 s in ref.[1]) 
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? 9  PEER-0850?????????????(??[30]) 


















? 10  PEER-0850??????? 
Fig.10  Analytical and expertimental results of PEER-0850 























? 11  ?????????????(3%? 5%) 
Fig.11  Strain contours of truss model for joint specimen 
(3%-5%) 
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? 12  ?????????????? 
Fig.12  NSM model of low ductility RC frame 
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     (a) ????? A? B       (b) ????? B?? 
? 13  ????????????????? 
Fig.13  Seismic damage of Dujiangyan RC frame before and 
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? 15  ???????????????? 
Fig.15  NSM model of Dujiangyan RC frame 
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? 17  ??-????????????????? 
Fig.17  Base shear force-displacement curve and distribution 
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? 18  C11????????????????? 
Fig.18  Time history of tensile strain for horizontal truss 
elements in C11 substructure 
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         (g) P6??              (h) P7??   
? 19  ??? C11??????????(P1~P7??) 
Fig.19  Stress contours of truss elements for reinforcing steels 
in C11 substructure (P1~P7) 
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Fig.21  Stress contours and seismic damage view at step P8  
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